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1. The patterns of homogeneity and diversity in the archaeological record of the pre-colonial 
Caribbean islands, which are the result of over 5 millennia of interactions between people, goods, 
and ideas, are best studied through a network approach (Chapter 1). 
2. From a bird’s eye view the societal and cultural history of the Caribbean islands can be described 
as networks that grow and contract, merging and separating in the process (Chapter 2). 
3. Archaeological data and methods cannot only be explored with methods and measures from the 
network sciences (Chapter 3), but many archaeological theories in fact have traditionally 
embedded “network theories” in their propositions about the structure and dynamics of past 
social interactions (Chapter 1). 
4. Ties that matter and matter that ties — society and material culture, or the networks between 
people and the networks between people and things — are inextricably but not necessarily 
inexplicably related (Chapter 4). 
5. The longitudinal dynamics in the lithic production and distribution networks of the Archaic-
Saladoid-Huecoid interface period are illustrative of a “phase transition” in which the interactions 
between culturally diverse communities created new and enduring societal and cultural forms, 
while still being rooted in previous dynamics and “states” of the network (Chapter 5). 
6. In the ego-network of the site of Kelbey’s Ridge 2 on Saba, the centrality of House Structure 3, 
which encapsulates communal, inter-communal and spiritual ties, perfectly illustrates the mixed 
network relations and strategies of this community (cf. hypothesis 4 in Hofman and Hoogland 
2011; Chapter 6). 
7. The historical, Greater Antillean cacicazgos were not a class-based, hierarchical society led by an 
autocratic ruler, rather they were collectives that for their political success relied on a range of 
communal, inter-communal, and spiritual “network specialists” — cacicas, nitaínos, behiques, and 
others —, who were managed by a “network generalist”, the cacique (Chapter 7). 
8. The 2-mode network exploration of their design shows that all shell faces are similar and that all 
shell faces are unique, which is why the homogeneity and diversity in this network of objects is 
best likened to the resemblances and differences that one can see between members of a single 
family (cf. Wittgenstein 1953; Chapter 8). 
9. There was no crisis in Caribbean archaeology as a result of eight decades of (Roussean) culture 
historical archaeology (versus Fitzpatrick 2006; Keegan and Rodríguez Ramos 2004). Instead the 
fact that there has been such a longstanding interest and investment in the culture historical 
research programme is not a weakness but an asset, serving to connect otherwise disparate island 
archaeologies (Chapter 9). 
10. Based on the scope of their networks, instead of characterizing them as “islanders” it may be 
more apt to refer to the indigenous peoples of the Northeastern Caribbean as “archipelagists” — 
the type of people that combines a strong local character with an outward-looking attitude. 
 
11. It would currently be impossible to study how many “handshakes” (steps along a path in a 
network) a fisherman from a pre-colonial village on Saba would have been removed from a 
Mayan king. This example serves to illustrate that at this point in time we lack the databases as 
well as the perspective to model interaction networks at the pan-Caribbean level, let alone to 
precisely gauge their social and cultural impacts or understand the motivations behind them. 
12. Ultimately, archaeologists study past networks between (groups of) humans, but they do this by 
studying relations between (groups of) objects. This is a departure from other social network 
studies and means that archaeological network approaches will always need to be amended by 
additional theories and concepts that explain how a network of objects is interdependent with a 
network of people. 
13. It remains challenging to use methods, theories and concepts from (social) network studies to 
better understand how pre-colonial indigenous communities and persons were connected to 
others. This is because ties that would have mattered most would not only have been limited to 
interactions between humans but would have been extended to a much larger range of other than 
human beings, such as inspirited ancestors, animals, elements of the landscape and objects. 
14. “All the Dude ever wanted was his rug back” (The Big Lebowski 1998, Coen Brothers). Still, the 
Dude’s desire to get his soiled rug replaced by the Big Lebowski gets him caught up in a tangle of 
conflicts and contracts between the cultural elite and seedy underbelly of Los Angeles. This 
modern day fairy-tale is thus an excellent example of how a complex social network can emerge 
from the dependencies between a single person and an object. 
15. Mixing archaeology and philosophy is like mixing beer and wine. It may be a jolly experience, but 
overdoing it will result in a headache. 
16. Due to the rise of digital libraries a scholar’s bookcase can no longer be taken as a measure of his 
or her interests, knowledge and intellect. 
17. The wittiness as well as the breadth and depth of understanding of the human condition that is 
apparent from the propositions of many of Leiden University’s Ph.D. dissertations is such that 
they deserve to be bundled and published. 
 
